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The following exercises are designed as an attempt to help
prevent and remedy errors common among First Grade children
needing remedial practice In Auditory Discrimination of
word elements.
It Is the desire of the author that the child may have
become so familiar with the various soxmds that he be able to
discriminate between them when he hears them In words, and that
he will develop a feeling for sounds to guide him In his
Independent attack of words.
(J
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2Stunmary of Previous Research
At the present ^me, and for years past, a great deal of
research has been devoted to methods of detecting, diagnosing
and remedying reading defects and disabilities*
Recent research Investigations tend to emphasize the i
role of visual and auditory discrimination In developing the
•kills necessary for a child to learn to read without confusion*
Prom previous research Bond, Durrell, Gates, Harrison and
Monroe state that the ability to discriminate word sounds Is
very Important In reading*
1
!
Bond states that poor readers come out low In auditory
I
discrimination, and this can be understood, as residing and
i
aearlng are closely connected. Children unable tjj discriminate
aetween sounds have difficulty In learning new words, and for
I
«
that reason have a low reading vocabulary* In testing the
f ^
ludltory features blending and giving letters rank high In
predictive value* '
2
Durrell found that many times difficulty In word mastery
ippeared to bo on the auditory side* He found that faulty
mnunclatlon appears to be at the root of confusions In reading*
)«cause a child does not annunciate the word clearly he has
llfflculty In Its meaning and memory and as a result his reading,
>ecomes a conglomeration of slurred sounds*
3
Gates says phonetics are also Justified on the assumption
Shat the training develops abilities to analyse words, to see




13 Gatos, Arthur I and others "Problems In Beginning Reading"
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3likenesses and differences, and thereby to acquire Independence
of attack.
4
Harrison stresses the importance of hearing as a factor
in beginning reading because the child first learns to attack
meaning to printed symbols through the medium of spoken
languages. He not only needs a high degree of auditory acuity
but he also needs the ability to perceive and reproduce sounds
correctly, the ability to fuse sounds into words, and the
ability to sense or perceive the sounds characterized by
certain auditory frequencies#
If a childs’ auditory dlscriinl|iation is poor, he may
confuse similar words in both speech and reading without
recognizing the error#
The poor so\ind discrimination may offer a confusing factor
in the formation of associations between words and their visual
symbols. A child who cannot differentiate the words "send",
"sand", etc., when he hears then will have to depend upon other
cues, context, etc., to get their proper meanings. The forma-
tion of the visual auditory associations in reading may there-
fore be complicated through the lack of precision in audition.
To determine the Influence of poor auditory discrimination
5
tq^on reading defects, Monroe conducted an investigation in 1932
•t the Institute for Juvenile Research. She compared grwup
of non-readers with a group of unselected children. The test
Ws given to thirty-two unselected 1®^ grade children and to
^Bijvison, Lucille. Reading Readiness, nought on,Mifflin Co.1939
Conroe, Marlon. Children Who Cannot Read . University of
Chicago Press. 1952 7pp.yo-W.

4P
thirty-two non-readers .To the same groups of children was given
a learning test In which the child was required to associate
nonsense syllables with nonsense forms* Three trials were
given and the number of successes wore summated*
The reading-defect cases differed significantly from the
controls* The controls made fewer errors In auditory word
discrimination and had a larger number of successes In the
visual-auditory learning test* Lack of precise auditory
discrimination was found to Impede the learning which Involves .
auditory lirfpresslons. In order to determine to what extent
reading defect cases were handicapped In their perception of
the sound blends of words, a test of the ability to combine
soundsorally In word-bulldlng was given. Fifteen words were
sounded, the examiner articulating the sounds clearly In the
correct sequence with a distinct pause between each sound, at
the rate of two sounds a second. The test Increased In
difficulty from two sound wordsto six sound words. The score
was the number of words successfully combined from the sounds.
The reading-defect group was significantly different from
the controls In the ability to combine the Isolated sounds
Into words. The reading-defect children hadextreme difficulty
with the test, and the group as a whole made a lower mean score
than the controls*
The lack of auditory discrimination of words may be a
ocial defect In hearing just as color-blindness Is a special
feet in vision. So, In audition, the lack of discrimination
V*•
^
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5of certain sounds may lead to a confusion of words, which in
turn affects speech or reading or "both#
6
Schmidt found that 308 Children fl^o were the subjects
of an experiment, more than one out of three cases presented
a striving by the individual for sui auditory image of the
material. This urge is striking in the concentrated attention
on oral forms, frequently avoiding as far as possible even eye-
focus on visual material. The word attack by oral spelling
manifested this same desire by eliminating the minute visual
auditory associations necessitated in phonetic blending and
substituting therefor an attempt to blend letter names seciired
by rote spelling rather than visual attention. The lip-reading
tendency was also primarily the result of the desire to shift
eye-focus away from visual material. All these habits tended
toward evidence of a possible preference for auditory rather
than visual presentation of instructional material.
To verify the results of this subjective study, the chil-
dren were given the "Tests of Associative Learning", Arthur
Oates and the"Diagnostic Tests of Visual and Auditory associa-
tions in Reading".
The group was then classified on the basis of the results
of these two tests as visual learners, those who showed
preference for visual learning, and auditory learners, those
liho showed preference for auditory presentation. In 155 cases
or 50.3^ of total group, the direction of preference was the
same on both the Gates and the experimental tests. The remaininig
^Pqihwidt , Bemadlne. »Auditory Stimuli in the Improvement of
Reading". Elementary English Review. 18; 149-154.April 1941

153, 101 were pupils wiio had shown no direction*
For final classification, the determining factor was the
direction of the net scores on both tests* On this basis, a
final classification was reached vhioh showed 206 who preferred
pure visual association, 102 preferred visual-auditory associa-
tions* Tlius 33*1J^ were found to be auditory learners in so
far as the problem of learning to read was concerned, in that
auditory presentations of visual' reading materials were more
effective in their learning than were purely visual presenta-
tions of the same material. The next objective of the experi-
ment was to devise effective methods of auditory instruction,
and to measure their efficiency with these cases of reading
disability* The auditory learners were divided into an
experimental group, to receive only special auditory instruction
and a control group, to receive regular remedial or non-
audltory Instruction* The experimental group numbered 51 cases,
vhose median I Q was 72*5 the control group numbered 51 having
a median I Q if 76.667.
To determine the efficacy of the techniques of auditory
instruction, achievement tests were administered at the close
of the experimental instruction period. These showed that for
the 51 cases in the experimental group, the average gain per
pupil was 3.2 grades* Median of this group 72*5* In the control
group which niimbered 51, average gain was only 1*19 grades
although the median I Q was slightly higher 76.667*
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155 hottrs.was the amount of Inatxniotlon*
Significant ie the fact that the average gain per pupil
in the experimental group, greatly exceeded that In the control
group, even though the I Q’e were slightly lower. Hesults
showed that with Auditory learners, that Auditory Instruction
as given had been more efficient than the regular non-auditory
techniques. The conclusion arrived at was ”If initial
presentations are made by auditory methods, and varied
associative abilities developed co-incident with the teaching
of reading skills, auditory learners can reach a high level
of thoughtful, silent reading".
%
Many classroom teachers feel that phonics should occupy
some place and possibly a prominent place In the reading pro-
7
gram. Tiffin & McKlnnls made a study to determine whottier,
and to what extent, phonlo ability, as measured by a reliable
Instrument, Is related to reading ability as measured by
certain standardized reading tests. In administering the
test, the cards wore shown one at a time with the giant primer
type toward the child. Tlie Instructions given to the child
wore: This la a word idiloh you have never seen. ;Tust say it
the way you tJilnk It sounds. You do not know vdiat it means,
but that does not make any difference. Just say the word the
way you think it ouglit to sound. Ilio examiner recorded on a
previously prepared blank whether the child’s pronunciation
was correct or Incorrect, and proceeded to the next card. The
entire list of 100 words was given In this manner In from 10-15
B— I — ^
7 Tiffin, J. and McKlnnls, M. "Phonlo Ability—Its T^easur^aent
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iminutes of testing time* In addition to the phonic test^ each
child was given the Iowa Silent Reading Test—-Elementary Form A
The relation -between phonics ability and reading ability
was Investigated by correlating the results on the Individual
Phonic Test with the results on the two tests.
These correlations showed with reasonable certainty
that phonic ability Is significantly related to reading ability
among the 155 pupils studied.
In the report on reading In the 24th Year book of the
8
National Society for the Study of Education, mention Is made
of various attempts ”to analyze the total reading experiences
of the children and to discover t^e most needed elements as
shown by their frequencies. So far as Is known, the present
study Is the first one to apply tie standard of 'one symbol,
one sound” and to provide a combined score for frequency of
occurrence and constancy of pronunciation.
Nearly all phonetic systems assume that single consonant
and vowel sounds should be the first elements taught.
Cordts points out the fact that the children must learn
bo utter sounds correctly before they are reading to associate
bhe sound with Its symbol.
The child sees the letter, hears the sound, and utters
I
the sound. Therefore proper pronunciation exercises
lad exercises In hearing sounds accurately are essential
In teaching phonics.
8 National Society for the Study of Education. Report of the
National Commit toe on Reading. Twenty-fourth yearbook. Part
m'ddWlh'gt^Tn\~TuTn:iTr'''SrCTTgrdl publishing Co. 1925 .p.87.
9 Cordts. Anna D.”Facts for Teachers of Phonics” .Elementary
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It appears fundamentally Important that we distinguish between
what we see and what we hear*
10
In 1921-22 Streitz secured reports from teachers In
Illinois schools concerning the specific difficulties which
they had encountered In teaching reading* She then visited
these teachers In order to determine correctives for the
various specific difficulties listed* Among the significant
difficulties in teaching oral Reading were;
1* How to create and maintain an Interest In Phonetics
2* How to correct carelessness in pronunciation
3* How to get children to speak distinctly
4* How to correct speech defects.
This list of difficulties though not inclusive, is very
suggestive, for It may he used by teachers and supervisors
In distinguishing the difficulties which they encounter*
From clinical studios at the Educational Clinic of Boston
11
University Murphy and Junklns state that two special
abilities which affect the learning rate appear to be auditory
and visual discrimination of word elements, and are primary
factors for success In beginning reading* For, If a child
has never noticed the sounds within spoken words, the printed
forms of these words give him no clue to their pronunciation*
On the other hand, if he has noticed the sound he can devote
his attention to the part of the .word which differentiates
It from the others* They report the effectiveness of a formal-
m.Rt-.yftitZrU -"difficulties In Learning to Read" .Elementary
School Journal 28; 690-707,May, 1928.
11 Wu^'p'Hy',Helen A* "Increasing the Rate of Learning in
JunkIn8,Kathryn M., First Grade Reading" Education-o2; 57-59
Sept *1941
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Ized program In each ability, namely; auditory and visual
discrimination# The program consisted of thirty, ten-minute
exercises in auditory discrimination of word elements and ah
equal number of exercises in visual discrimination of word
elements# The two sets of exercises were evaluated separately
in order to determine the effectiveness of each Independent
of the other# The auditory exercises provided practice in
discriminating initial and final consonant sounds and blends
in words known to the child# Words containing the easier
sounds were presented first, and there was provision for
constant review. Monotony in procedure was avoided by the
use of many different types of exercises#
\
)
One hundred and fifty children were found who had made
f
little or no progress in reading durf.ng the first semester
in the first grade. The children were divided into three
groups of fifty, each on the basis of chronological age,
mental age, and sight vocabulary. Tests of visual and auditory
discrimination of word elements and a measure of learning
rate were given to all three groups. Ihe teachers of one
group of fifty children were given a manual which Included the
thirty auditory discrimination lessons# These lessons were
given in place of regular reading instruction for the part of
a dally period# The teachers of the second group of fifty
children received the visual discrimination exercises, ijhich
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and copying letter words. These also took the place of the
regular reading Instruction* Teachers made verbal reports
each week In regard to Interest and difficulty*
The control group of fifty children continued their
usual lessons* At the end of six weeks the two experimental
groups and the control group were retested with the visual
and auditory discrimination tests and the rate of learning
testy The visual discrimination groups made a greater gain
than did the other two* In auditory discrimination the group
given special Instruction showed marked progress, while the
other groups made little or no gain*
In the Initial experiment ’ all groups retained two words
out of eight words taught .Ab the end of this experiment the
retention of words taught had doubled for the two experimental
groups, while the control group Increased Its score only
slightly* Three months after the end ofthis experiment all
groups were tested with the Detroit Word Recognition Test*
The auditory and visual discrimination groups had raw scores
of twelve and thirteen respectively as compared to seven fcr
the control group* Since both sets of exercises seem to be
effective in Increasing the rate of learning to read, they
have been revised on the basis of this experiment and the ’
lessons Integrated so that they make a unified program in
letter and v/ord discrimination. Informal try-outs in several
classrooms have shown the combined program to be effective In
i
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^ Durrell states that a child will increase his rate of
learning new words and will have greater security in his
retention of words learned if he has given attention to the
sound elements of the words* The child may pronounce words
correctly but fail to notice the sound elements that make up
the words* He has difficulty in finding words that rhyme,
and when he hears them is uncertain as to which words have
the same initial sounds or contain similar sounds*
Ability to identify sound elements is also valuable in
spelling since it enables the child not only to write the
letters from the sound of a word, but also to notice whether
he is omitting or adding essential sounds* The author feels
that in any ear training program, the initial consonant is to
be taught first* For, initial consonants most often give the
child the cue for recognizing words* Also, if he notices
the sound of the first letter or letters many types of
pronunciation errors will be avoided* After the pupils are
to some degree familiar with initial consonant sounds, there
should be somewhat similar practice on initial blends. The
child is reading for specific practice in associating these
sounds \7lth their visual form after he has learned to identify
sounds within words*
Of one hundred children with severe reading difficulties
who attended the Boston University Educational Clinic in 1930,
ninety showed the result of over-intensive work in phonics*
Those children came from school systems that were then using




reading methods In ^ioh the direct sounding of phonics was
!
an important element.
The children needed help In ear training, to enable them
)
to synthesize sooinds, and in word analysis in which syllables
and word parts were emphasized*
13
Gray states that a strong help in recognizing words
|
independently is ability to get the soimd of a word from Its
printed form. Often when a child can get a partial clue to
the sound of a word, that combined with the context clue, tells
him what the word must be. Or when he can hear the sound of
i
I
the whole word in his mind, he may discover that he knows it
perfectly; perhaps it has been in his oral vocabulary right
along, and he»s Just not happened to meit it in printed form !
before. Then he checks its known meaning with the context
,
il
of the sentence and if it fits ho goes on reading without i
|l
confusion. He has combined context clues with phonetic i|
analysis. ||
14
Sullivan believes that the principle underlying the use
Of measures of auditory comprehension as criteria for potential
reading achievement is, that if the mind is able to handle
auditory symbols up to a certain degree of complexity. It
should be able to handle visual symbols up to that same degree
of difficulty. The first problem in building a measure of the
[junderstanding of spoken language was that of deciding upon
a method by which the child could Indicate his comprehension




Reading ” . Review or Educational
Research. 10; 79-106, 154-60 Aorll 1940
Sullivan, Eelon B. ”Constructlon and Evaluation of a Measure
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of discovering In a group situation those children ^o needed-
special help In reading.
The test was standardized on nearly six thousand children
In nineteen communities and eleven states. Among 6,000
children idio were given the Reading Capacity and Reading
Achievement Tests 14.5^ were found to have reading ages one
or more years below their understanding of spoken language.
Among 200 children who had Stanford-Blnet I Q below average,
80 were found to have normal hearing comprehension, 16 were
found to have hearing comprehension scores 5 or more years
above their Stanford-Blnet mental ages. Vilille It has not yet
been demonstrated on a large scale that, children idio are
retarded In reading are able to achieve In reading up to
their capacity In hearing comprehension, the experience of
the author with sixty children who received Intensive
individual Instruction Indicates that they are able to measure
up satisfactorily.
Evidence from those recent research Investigations
appears to stress the significance of auditory discrimination
as a determining factor for success In reading.




























The Plan of the Study
The following table gives a picture of the sounds,
their time allotment, and the order of presentation. The
first eight days gave practice in listening for the given
consonant sound. The children were to listen for the given
consonant sound and tell whether the sound was at the beginning
or end of the word.
The next three weeks work consisted of the initial
consonant sounds and discrimination exercises for these sounds.
In the initial consonant sound work, the children were to read
and pronounce the word emphasizing the initial consonant.
In the discrimination exercises for these sounds, the children
read the sentence and attempted to' give correct word from
Initial consonant sound.
The following two weeks work was devoted to initial
blends. The children read and pronounced the word emphasizing
I
the initial consonant blond. The discrimination work consisted
of reading the sentence and giving correct word from initial
consonant blend.
The last weeks work gave emphasis to final consonants,
reversals and discrimination exercises for these reversals.
In the final consonant work the children read the sentence
and gave appropriate word ending with final consonant.
The work on reversals consisted of pointing to certain
letters as directed, and reading each word. In the dis-
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These exercises covered % seven week period. Approximate!;’
ten to twenty minutes each day was given to this study,
























Listen for given consonant sound









Initial consonant sounds b,c,d
Discrimination exercises
for b, c, d
Initial consonant sounds f g h
Discrimination exercises for
f S h
Initial consonant sounds J k 1
Discrimination exercises for
J k 1







the sound Is at
the beginning
or end of the
word.
Read-prcmgunce
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Tine Letter Practice
4th, week
Konday Discrimination exercises for m,n,p
Tuesday Initial consonant sound r,s,t
ti'ednesday Discrimination exercises for r,E,t
Thursday Initial consonant sound v,w,y
Friday Discrimination exercises for v,w,y
5th week
Monday Initial consonant blends bl,br,ch
Tuesday Discrimination exercises for bl,br,oh
Y/ednesday Initial' consonant blends cl,cr,dr
Thursday Discrimination exorcises for cl,cr,dr
Friday Initial consonant blend fl,fr,gr
6th wo©k
Monday Discrimination exercises for fl,fr,gr
Tuesday Initial consonant blends 8h,sl,sn
Wednesday Discrimination exercises for Bh,8l,sn
Thursday Initial consonant blend tw,th,tr
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Initial consonant Blond wh
Discrimination exercises for wh
Pinal consonants p,t ,d,s,g,n,m
Reversals h^d^p^g
Discrimination exercises for





ate word ending wltl
consonant
•
Point to letters as
directed
Read each word




Exorcises in Auditory Discrimination,
Initial and Pinal Consonant Spunds and Blends and
Reversals, for slow readers in Grade I
cc
20
In preparing these exorcises I have taken into account
the abilities and difficulties shown by children who have needac
remedial work this year#
I have made the sentences and given emphasis to those
words which have appeared in the books we have used, and in
which the children should be familiar. Books from idilch I
have made the sentences and taken the words for this study
are the following*
Dick and Jane. Pre-Primer, Elson-Gray, Scott Poresman. 1936
More Dick and Jane Stories, Pre-Primer, Elson-Gray, Scott
Poresman, 1936
We Look and See, Pre-Primer, Gray-Baruch-Montgcanery, Mac-
mlllan, 1939
77e Work and Play, Pre-Primer, Gray-Baruch-Montgcanery, Mac-
mlllan. 1939




Elson-Gray Basic Primer. Elson-Gray, Scott Poresman. 1936
Jim and Judy, Primer, Gates-Huber-Peardon, Macmillan, 1939
Everyday Pun, Primer, Eahn, Ho\ighton Mifflin Co, 1935
Peter and Peggy. Primer, Gates-Huber, Macmillan. 1936
.
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1# Consonant sounds b c d f
Directions: The teacher pronounces each word very
distinctly* The children listen for the glvon
consonant sound* The children state \Rhether the
sound Is at the beginning or end of the word*
Consonant Sounds
b c d f
boy come Dick fun
dab Mac bed roof
crab cow dog for
bed wac Ted of
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7A. Initial consonant sounds bed
Directions: The teacher enunciates these words
very carefully, emphasizing the sound of the
initial consonant or blend. The child reads and
pronounces the word with emphasis on the initial
consonant or blend. The exercises make it necessary
to observe the initial consonant soimd and at the
sane time select the proper word.
Initial Consonant Sounds
b
boy baby but before bed
box bow-wow brown begin
big bag blue bird
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ccome cookies cap coming car could
can color cake cried came
candy corn cow cry cat
d






Discrimination exercises for b c d
Directions: The children read sentence putting in
correct word from initial consonant sound* They
get the correct words from l|Lst above.
Possible
Answers
1. Jane played with b • baby
2. The dog said b • bow-wow
3. It is fun to play with the b • ball
4« Mother said c * come
5. Jane had a pretty c • cat
6, I like to c • color
7. Dick has a big d . dog
8. They ate a big d * dinner
9* Spot fell d • down
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11. Father opened the d • door
12. Little pig ate some c . corn
13. 7«/hy did you c . cry
14. The boy is b big
( cookies.
15. Grandmother makes good c . • ( cake
,
candy
16. The cows were in the b bam
17. Sally put her dolls in b . bed
18. "(iuack. quack", said the d . duck
19. Father is c . coming
too . Spot is the c • cat
Les&on 8
8A* Initial consonant sounds f g h
f S
father found go grand-mother
find from good grandfather
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1. Mother called f
2« Dick liked to go to the f
3*-The baby birds began to f •
4» One, two, three, f
5, Can you g ?
G* Grandmother said
.1 »
7* Cows eat g •
8* Little rabbit can h ,
9* Grandmother came* She said
10* Jane is not h *
11* I can not g <
12* Spot ran after mother h *
13# The cookies are g *
14* Nancy and Billy had f •
15# The wagon was pulled by a g * #
16# The man on the farm is a f •
17. Little pig fell into the h
.
«
18* V?hite.oow, Black pony and Mother Hen were f
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• Initial consonant sounds J k 1
1
Jane Just kitten key little long
Jump Jay kite kitty laughed love
Jack Jam keep kid look large
Jumbo John . , kid king like let
Joke Johnny-cake kate live
i. Discrimination exercises for J k 1
1# The little girl Is J , Jane
2 , Dick saldj "I can J • Jump
3* The elephant Is J •




5# Father gave Nancy a basket for the k
•
• kitten
6* Billy likes to fly his k • kite
7, Father and Mother 1 •
- lauded
8* Ned said, ”11 "• look
9* Mother said the key Is too 1 large
10* Grandmother makes apple J • Jam
11. Mother goat has a little k . kid
12. His tall Is too 1 . long
13. The friends went to see the k
. king
14. Alice went to the store for k . Kate
15. Baby can not run, she Is too 1 . little
16. Sly fox played a J . Joke
'' r I '
.
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I17* That bluebird Is






19* Black Pony came 1 • last
20. It will not k •
Lesson 10
keep
lOA. Initial consonant soiinds m n p
m n P
me mother no never play plant
make morning not name please poor
man made now none put pull
may monkey new Ned pig paint
milk money nest Nancy pretty party
must maybe next number picture paper
my many nuts near pin patty
met mouse nothing nine pot
mew much noise neck
lOB* Discrimination exercises for m n P
1. The Kitten said. mew
2* The doll Is for N Nancy
3* The sun comes up In the m • morning
4# Father Is a big m • man
6. Baby likes m • milk
6. The boy Is N « Ned
7* Mother bird sat on the n • nest
8# Gray squirrel took some n «
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10# Tlie cat ran after the m * mouse
11. Jane went to the p • party
(picture
12. The children saw a little p • (plg,pot,plr
13. Mother said, "You may P play
14. Two Is a n • number
15. The big red ball Is n • new
16. Mother said, "Come n__ • now
17. Children read the p • paper
18* The picture Is very p pretty
19. The storekeeper said, "Here are the n • nuts
20. Squeaky was the m • mouse
llA.
Lesson 11
Initial consonant sounds r s t
r js t
red squirrel^ store to too
ride see some two took
run said som'*thing tree Tom
ran saw Spot take tell
rabbit sun sat town ten
road snow sing, time take
rain so sit trip talk
ready six stop top toy
rl^t soon surprise table
Discrimination exorcises for r s t
• The cat, the dog, and the pig went down the r





3. The bird on the tree Is r »
4. Father, Mother, Dick and Jane r *
) 5* In the box was a little white r •
6, Grandmother Is coming s «
7* Billy gave the nut to the s •
8* Baby has a new t »
9 m The boy In the picture is T •
10* Mother took her basket and went to t «
11* Jane said, "The dog Is s •
12* It Is a surprise, do not t *
13* Father took Mother and the children on a t
14* Birds like to s *
15. The cat ran up the t •
16.
"Gobble, gobble", said the t •
17. Mother said, "Will you go to the s ?"
18. Nancy you may go t «
19. In Winter you can see the s •




















12A. Initial consonant sounds v w y
V w y
very vine went warm winter wee you yes
visit voice work with water would your yard
wish we walk way yellow
t
win was will wagon
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12B. Discrimination exercises for v w y
1* Nancy went to the farm for a v • visit
2, Father Bear had a blK, blp^ v • voice
3* Jack and Jill went up the hill to get
some w • water
4*. Billy gave baby a ride In the w • wagon
5* Mother said, "Will you come for )a w ?" walk
6. Miss Brown said, "Children, look out the w window
7# The' pig said, "W 1" wee
8. Color the ball y • yellow
9, -Father said, "The big box ie for y—
•
you
10. Mother and Billy rode all the w__ • • way
11. 'Father has to go to -w . work
12. Away they w
. went
13. The fairy made aw
. wish
14. The horses and cows are In the bam y . yard
15. Miss ^iThlte said, "Y ” ^ yes
16. Today It Is very w . warm
17. There It w . was
18. V.'e have fun In the snow in w . winter
19. The oat sat on the w
. wall
20. The boys play ball to w
. win
C'.,
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Initial consonant blends bl br ch
bl br ch
black bread branch children
blue bridge broken chickens
blossom bring bright chair
blew brook brown cheese
blue jay breakfast brother child
blow
Discrimination exercises for bl br ch
1# The kitten Is all bl •
2. Nancy *s hat Is bl •
3# The wind bl •
4* In the tree sat bl .
5* The troll went over the br •
6» Bunny rabbit Is br
7. They had the picnic by the br
8. Mother makes good br •
9. Ned Is my little br »
10. The sun Is br .
11. Mother wont after the ch •
12. Farmer Brown had little yellow ch
13. Sit on this ch •
14. The bee Is on the bl •
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16. The wind said "I will bl blow
17. SIy Pox ate the ch • cheese
18. We eat eprr.t for br • breakfast
19. The little doll fell and was br • broken
20. Baby Is a little ch • child
LoBSon 14
14A* Initial Consonant blends cl cr dr
cl or dr
clock climb cry crying draw drum
cloud close cried. dress dry
clap clean crow 1 drink
clown cries drank
I
14B# Discrimination exorcises for cl or dr
!• The monlcey likes to cl
2, Children like to c l , ^
5. Jingo was a funny cl •
4« The big, black rooster likes to cr ,
5, The rabbit, the boy, and the dog all cr
6, Viliy do you cr •
7* The boy said, "The goat will not go home,
so I am cr •
8* Billy has a big dr »
9* Sally has a pretty new dr •
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Lesson 15
15A« Initial consonant blends fl fr gr
fl fr gr
flowers fly from Friday ground grass
flag floor friends green great
flew flour fruit frog gray Gruff
grandraother grew
15B. Discrimination exorcises for fl fr gr
!• The children ci’led, ”See the pretty
yellow fl
In otir school we have a pretty new fl^
3* Baby Bird said, "See me fl "
.





5. Mother makes cake with fl
6* Black Pony, yellow cat and big dog wore
all fr -
7. Apples and grapes are fr .
8# The day after Thursday is Fr •
9. Cows like to eat gr »
10 • Grandfather lives on the farm with gr
11 • His name Is Big Billy goat Gr •
12, Prod*s pony Is gr ,
13, The little tree gr ,
14, Mother’s hat Is gr •
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16B* Discrimination exercises for sh si sn
!• The sun Is sh^_j •
2.. On the hill-top the children saw some sh_
3* The children liked to play sh •
4, Baby went to si •
5, The town was called SI •
6* Sally and Tim like to ride and sl^
7. Bob has a pretty new al »
8# Black Pony went s i
9« The fox was sl__^«
10* It is fun to play in the sn •
11.
Dick and Jane made sn •
12.
Down came the pretty sn
13. Ned has some new brown sh

















The little girl In the picture Is sh she
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• Initial consonant hlends tw tn tr
tw th tr
two the there tricks trip
twig they that try trap
twinkle them this tried trot
twins then their tree train
17B* Discrimination exercises for tw th tr
One and one are tw • two
They call the cat Tw • Twinkle
Nancy and Jane were tw • twins
Gray squirrel was In the tr . tree
Ned ran away over th • there
Father had to ride on the tr • train
Gray mouse walked Into the tr « trap
Grandfather went after th « them
It was time to go- home th • then
The horse liked to tr • trot
Sly Pox likes to play tr • tricks
Bahy bird said, ”I will tr try
Little pig could not fly, but he tr • tried
This Is the one, not th • that
In Summer the children go on a tr trip
; \ „ -? \v5
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Lesson 18




18B* Discrimination exercises for wh
!• Snow Is fdi ,
2* Mien mother called Billy said, ”Mi ”
«
3. Look over there, Nancy said, ^Mi ”
,
4, It Is wh ,
5# Now we must go, Tim said, "V.h ?”
Lesson 19
Final Consonants
Directions: Children read and give an appropriate word
' ending with consonant.
!• Sally played with her t. cat
2. Dick has a new p. top
3 . Jane put her doll In d. bed
4 , Boys play ball with a t. bat
5, Sue has fun with her 1, doll
6 , Polly put on her new s. dress
7 . Dick has a little brown g. dog.
8, Little rabbit likes to P* hop
9 . Birds like to g. sing













11. Father Is a tall n. man
12. A rabbit is a t. pet
13. The children ate bread and m. jam
14* Down, down he 1. fell
15. Cows sleep in the n. barn
16. Happy ran after the n. hen
Lesson 20
20A* Reversals
Directions: Have the pupil point to each "b" in the group*
Then each ”p” ”d” and finally each "q"
p b d q
q d b p
d q p b
b p q d
p b d q
q d b p
•s
d q p b
• b p q d
,
p b d q
q d b p
In the discrimination exercises the children are to read
each word
20B* Discrimination exercises for b d p q
dog but
• brown by
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bat doll bam doing
ball big duck box
door dig blue done










Directions; Pupils to read each word.
on not pat nod




Discrimination ©xerclsos for Reversals
Directions; Children road, draw a line under the correct
word •
1# The ball Is (on,no) the chair*
2* There were (on,no) apples on the tree.
3* Father (saw,was) them coming*
4* Mother put the flowers In the (pot, top)*
5* There it (was, saw)*
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7 • Rub-a-dub-dub, In a tin (but,tub)*
8* Baby likes to (pat, tap) his dog,
9# Billy’s (top,pot) goes round and round,






Those exercises were designed primarily to help correct
errors found among my first grade children needing special
remedial help In Auditory Discrimination involving Initial
and Pinal Consonant Sounds and Blends and Reversals. The
exercises were constructed for a seven weeks* period, with
ton to twenty minute practice periods each day, depending
on the individual differences of the children.
There was a variation in the learning rate of the ten
children who were given these exercises. On the learning rate
test, five children received a score of 5-8. Two children
received scores' of 4-8. Two children received scores of 3-8,
while one child received a score of 2-8.
From this study I observed that:
1. The discrimination exercises proved most interesting
and served as valuable practice, for in these exercises the
children had to associate sounds and their printed symbols.
2« Some of the children had difficulty in applying phonics
as a method of word recognition. They were able to give the
separate sounds for each of the letters composing a word,
but could not blond the sounds to get the complete word.
3. The children received their lowest scores on the
exercises for reversals.
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Inasmuch as surveys show that almost all first-grade
children confuse on and no, was and saw, as well as h, d, p,
and q, and later overcome the difficulty, it will be necessary
to provide the children with more easy, interesting reading
material, allowing them to print words, and If necessary trace
words, in an effort to overcome this tendency.
The children who had difficulty in applying phonics as
a way of word recognition will need further ear-training
exercises in connection with word analysis. More tachisto-
scope work containing consonant blends will also aid in this
difficulty. Nevertheless, using these exercises as a
criterion, I believe that ear training appears to facilitate
progress in some reading disability cases, and the ability
to distinguish between sounds can, in most cases be improved
by specific teaching.
Possibly not all of the procedures in this study are
equally valid under all circumstances* Adaptations in
procedures should be made in the light of each situation.
However, In conclusion, I agree with most Investigators
that a positive relationship does exist between reading ‘
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